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Institute for Advanced Study (IAS)

Artist in Residence at IAS

We are happy to present theatre and performance maker Orion Maxted as our first Artist in Residence! Orion aims to build a lexicon of transferable concepts between theatre and complexity, and to imagine and engineer experiments in complexity theatre. His work will give a strong impetus to our ArtScience theme.

Video interview with Orion Maxted

Call for outstanding students to join the IAS research community!

We offer 7 excellent UvA students the opportunity to write their Master's thesis at the IAS between January and July 2020. You will work alongside renowned researchers and talented early-career scholars in one of our research themes. The best and most original thesis will be awarded with a prize!

Update: new fellows selected

Over the last months the IAS Board of Associates has selected five new fellows: Jill
Coster van Voorhout and Albert Feilzer are welcomed as new research fellows (UvA-based). New visiting fellows are Andreas Flache, Iman van Lelyveld and Tiziano Squartini (photo).

interested in a fellowship?

IAS hosts celebration for interdisciplinary PhD candidates

Do judges’ personal attitudes affect judicial decisions? Did altruism develop to help us attract a mate? These questions and more will be studied by the 11 PhD candidates hired under the Interdisciplinary Doctorate Agreement (IDA).

Read the news item

Natali Helberger appointed University Professor

IAS Associate Natali Helberger has been appointed University Professor in Law and Digital Technology, with a special emphasis on Artificial Intelligence, as of 1 November 2019.

Read the news item

Max Planck Research Group for Andrea Ravignani

IAS visiting fellow Andrea Ravignani recently got awarded the opportunity to establish and lead an Independent Max Planck Research Group. Ravignani will set up a Comparative Bioacoustics Group that will focus on two questions: Why do we speak? Is the evolution of human speech linked to our musical, rhythmic abilities?

Read the news item
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